All about Victorian life,
We are going to be looking at the victorian era this
week.
Questions,
When was the Victorian period and why was it called
the ‘Victorian’ period?
How are rich and poor families diets different?
Why were boots called ‘hobnail boots’ ?
What does a rich family wear?
What would a poor family wear?
Explain the differences between rich and poor
families living in Victorian England.

How does life today compare to Victorian life?

Victorian work,
Did everyone go to school during the Victorian era?
Why?
Thankfully today children can’t do the same work as
they were forced to in Victorian times.
Imaging you are a poor Victorian child, pick one of the
jobs and write me a diary entry explaining how you
feel during the day.
Does your job start early? Is it safe? Do you hurt
yourself? How does it make you feel.

Three people tried to help children during this period.
Pick one of them and explain how they were trying to
help.

Victorian school,
What was a victorian class room called?
How did the victorian classroom look different?
Explain one type of victorian punishment.
How would you feel if you was at a victorian school,
consider, class size, school room layout, lesson times
and

punishments.

Industrial Revolution,

Which started first, the industrial revolution or the
Victorian period?
Think about before the industrial revolution and after
it. I would like you to explain if you think the
industrial revolution was good or bad for the country,
Explaining why, consider;

- transport, ( made it quick )
- Conditions to live in, (rich had nice houses, poor had
bad houses)

- Working life,
- shopping,
- Poverty

Extension,
Imagine you are an inventor as the industrial
revolution is just starting.
Horses were the only way to travel about.
Design me a new revolutionary method of transport
which could have been introduced to make transport
easier.

